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Disability Rights 
 

Hi, I am Sophie this is JeS and Rachel, and we are Jewish teens from the Seattle area. 
The I.D.E.A Full Funding Act (H.R. 2902/ S. 2542), the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 
is an “idea” that we all need to get behind. 

 
Our friend Ben is high school student in Seattle who has ADHD and OCD. Ben had an IEP 

at his last public school. And for various reasons his new public-school won’t implement it. He 
continues to advocate for himself in attempts to get an updated IEP that his school will 
recognize. Meetings are constantly pushed back or cancelled due to lack of funds. This means 
Ben is not able to receive the services and support that the I.D.E.A ensures. Because his 
teachers are not aware of his IEP, his grades are dropping and his is often removed from class 
because of his involuntary behaviors. 
 

As someone who also has leaning disabilities but is fortunate enough to go to private 
school, I see what a difference equitable education for people with learning disabilities makes. I 
want everyone, including Ben, to have this opportunity. 
 

As Jewish teens we are driven by the values “B’tzelem Elohim” (bitz-el-em el-o-him) and 
“Midday Simcha.” (meed-cha sim-cha). “B’tzelem Elohim” from the Torah means we may all be 
different but are created in God’s image. No one should be treated differently because every 
person is sacred. “Midday Simcha” in Jewish teaching is the value of happiness and relates to 
how everyone is entitled to their own happiness. Everyone was created with a different internal 
light, and no one’s internal light is brighter than any other persons. These teachings are 
exemplified in the story of Moses. “He was slow of speech and slow of tongue”, we read in the 
Book of Exodus. Moses, Moses!, had a disability, but he was still chosen to lead the Israelites 
out of Egypt. This teaches us that anyone can do incredible things if given the tools to transcend 
their disability.  The IDEA act does this is by including the kids who learn differently than 
everyone else and providing the help they need in classes. 
 

A child’s education should not suffer due to a disability just because their school district 
doesn’t have the money to fund special education programs. This funding is critical to ensure 
students with disabilities receive the quality education they deserve. And we urge you to get 
behind the idea of cosponsoring the I.D.E.A. Full Funding Act (H.R. 2902/ S. 2542). And if you 
have any additional questions we are happy to answer to the best of our abilities. 


